
 
Parish Devolution – Technical Clarification 

This paper attempts to provide clarity to the matters arising in order that informed choices 
may be made by parishes with a full understanding of technical aspects of activities they may 
carry out. Further clarification may be issued as necessary. 
 
1. Clarification of safety related vs non-safety related grass management  
 
This is primarily a matter of terminology. There are a number of specifications and standard 
documents to which a highway engineer must work to when designing or determining work 
activities to be carried out. These are, generally, national documents defining standards of 
good practice and may be adopted by Highway Authorities where they deem it appropriate 
to do so. The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) and the Specification for Highway 
Works (SFHW) are the two main documents used in this process.  
 
In terms of grass cutting, the SFHW (Volume 1 Series 3000) defines good practice for the 
maintenance of grassed areas, some elements of which have been adopted by BCC. The SFHW 
splits grass into high, medium and low frequency, the general presumption being that high 
frequency grass is maintained to a higher standard and, therefore, provides an enhanced level 
of amenity suitable for highly visual areas such as city/town centers. This is effectively ‘non-
safety grass’. Low frequency grass cutting regimes do not provide a similar level of amenity 
and are designed primarily to ensure that forward and side visibility at bends and junctions is 
maintained. This is what was referred to as ‘safety grass’.      
 
It should be noted that SFHW suggests appropriate regimes for high, medium and low 
frequency cutting. These are: 
• High frequency – minimum 12 cuts per season 
• Medium frequency – minimum 6 cuts per season 
• Low frequency – minimum 3 times per season 

 
To meet challenging budget targets a number of authorities, including BCC, have been 
required to deviate from these absolute numbers (it is important to remember that the SFHW 
is a good practice document and is not statute), with the overriding aim to provide an 
acceptable level of amenity grass management for non-safety related areas and an acceptable 
level for mainting visibility for highway users.  
 
The table below provides clarity as to the terminologies used:  

Grass type  SFHW terminology  Practical definition 
Non-safety High or Medium frequency  Urban grass 
Safety Low frequency  Rural grass 

 
Over a number of years and consistent with most authorities, BCC had adapted the 
terminologies and suggested frequencies in SFHW into a split of urban and rural grass cutting 



regimes, defined because the different activities are primarily carried out in either rural or 
urban environments. Urban is generally defined as an area with housing and street lighting 
and a speed limit of 40mph or below. Rural is generally an area of 50mph or above.  
 
It should be noted that these definitions are not absolute and there will be areas of the 
network which, for good reason, are not included in urban/rural environments even though 
parameters would suggest they would normally be. An example would include an area where, 
for road safety reasons, a speed limit has been reduced to 40mph between settlements but 
grass cutting remains a ‘rural’ and, therefore, low frequency specification.    
 
Areas of grass included within the devolution proposal are urban in nature and are, 
therefore, of at least a medium frequency. They do not include any cutting which would be 
considered ‘safety’ grass.  
 
A Pdf copy of SFHW Series 3000 is appended below and covers a wide variety of ecological 
and arboricultural works. Section 3007 is particularly relevant for grass cutting. 

SFHW Series 3000

 
2. Safety Requirements 
 
The highway is a dangerous environment to work and safety must be paramount to the 
planning and undertaking of everything we do. Ringway Jacobs and TfB are very proud of our 
excellent safety record, achieved through a dedication to Health and Safety from every team 
member, an absolute compliance with process and a refusal to accept any deviation from the 
norm where safety may be compromised.  
 
It is of absolute importance that those undertaking devolved activities have an understanding 
of Health and Safety and embrace the subject with similar levels of dedication. 
 
There is a vast amount of documentation relating to Health and Safety on the Highway, much 
of which is good practice rather than statute. The main drivers are found within the New 
Roads and Streetworks Act (1991) NRSWA and the Highways Act (1980) (Section 174), which 
are summarized in a new Code of Practice on Safety at Street Works and Road Works 
(commonly known as the RED BOOK) which came into force on 1 October 2014.  
 
The Code of Practice (CoP) applies to all highways and roads except for motorways and any 
dual carriageway with a speed limit of 50mph or more, which are covered by separate areas 
of NRSWA. The CoP applies to work carried out by or on behalf of both Highway Authorities 
and Statutory Undertakers, and aims to ensure that appropriate signing, lighting and guarding 
of works is carried out. Compliance with the CoP is taken as compliance with the legal 
requirements to which it relates and adoption of the CoP within maintenance activities is 
critical. Failure to adhere may, under Section 65(4) of NRSWA, result in a summary criminal 
offence which has a maximum penalty of £5,000 at Magistrates Court but is unlimited at 
Crown Court. 
         
The CoP is directed at both those responsible for putting operatives to work and at the 
operatives themselves, ensuring that everyone buys into the requirements to maintain a safe 



working environment and that road users, including pedestrians and cyclists, are not put at 
risk. Particular attention must be paid to the needs of disabled persons and vulnerable groups 
such as the elderly & children. Training, auditing and record keeping is an important aspect 
of the proposed management. 
 
The Code contains some useful questions to consider and simple, step by step guides to assist 
in the planning of work sites. Copies can be ordered from HM Stationary Office or from their 
website at £10.99 per copy. Link: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safety-at-
street-works-and-road-works. A Pdf copy can be found here:  

 
New Red Book

  
Main considerations for devolution activities: 
• The majority of requirements relate to activities which occupy the carriageway or the 

footway and require some form of physical traffic management. Devolution activities are 
specifically chosen so as not to (usually) require such placement  

• There remains an onus on the work initiator to effectively risk assess and document that 
risk assessment to satisfy themselves that the activity is being carried out safely  

• Risk assessments may be generic (covering the entire activity), site specific (e.g. where 
specific site constraints exist) or, more commonly, both 

• Safety zones are an important aspect of managing safety. A safety zone is a physical area, 
usually delineated by physical means such as coning, barriers or taping, which provides a 
no-go area between a work site and moving traffic or pedestrians. Within this zone no 
work should take place, no materials or plant should be stored and no persons should 
enter 

• For work taking place in a 40mph or less speed limit, a safety zone of 0.5m (the width of 
a single large 1m road cone) is specified 

• Work sites must be effectively defined to ensure that vehicles or pedestrians are clearly 
directed away from or around the work site, avoiding any potential for conflict 

• High visibility personal protective equipment (PPE) must be worn. The CoP gives advice 
on requirements but most authorities define their own standards over and above 
statutory requirements. For information, Ringway Jacobs/TfB policies in respect of PPE 
are: 
o High visibility jacket or waistcoat with full length sleeves for all site presence  
o High visibility trousers for all site presence  
o Protective boots with steel toe protection for all site presence  
o Protective hard hat for all site presence  
o Gloves, ear and eye protection and other job specific equipment – dependent upon 

risk assessment for the particular operations being carried out. 
 
 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safety-at-street-works-and-road-works
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/safety-at-street-works-and-road-works


3. Legislation 
 

There are a number of Acts of statute and Codes of Good practice to which a Highways 
Authority will refer when determining policy, priority and methodology for maintenance 
activities. It is not possible within the scope of this document to cover them all, but the main 
documents of interest and summary information pertaining to each is summarised below:  

 
The Highways Act (1980) – overarching Act dealing with the management and operation of 
the highway network in England and Wales. Split into 14 parts, covering 345 Sections. All 
persons managing the undertaking of works on the highway should have a familiarity. Link: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1980/66/contents. 
 
Particular attention is drawn to the following sections:  

Section 30 – Dedication of highway by agreement with parish or community council  
Section 43 – Power of parish and community councils to maintain footpaths and 
bridleways 
Section 65 – Cycle tracks 
Section 66 – Footways and guardrails etc. for publicly maintainable highways 
Section 67 – Guardrails etc. in private streets  
Section 79 – Prevention of obstruction to view at corners  
Section 96 – Power of highway and local authorities to plant trees, lay out grass verges 
Section 130 – Protection of public rights  
Section 131 – Penalty for damaging highway etc. 
Section 137 – Penalty for willful obstruction 
Section 139 – Control of builders skips  
Section 140 – Removal of builders skips 
Section 141 – Restriction on planting of trees etc. in or near carriageway 
Section 142 – License to plant trees, shrubs etc. in a highway 
Section 146 – Duty to maintain stiles etc. on footpaths and bridleways  
Section 147 – Power to authorize erection of stiles etc. on footpath or bridleway 
Section 149 – Removal of things so deposited on highways as to be a nuisance  
Section 154 – Cutting or felling of trees/ vegetation etc. that overhang or are a danger to 
roads and footpaths  
Section 163 – Prevention of water falling on or flowing on to highway 
Section 169 – Control of scaffolding on highways  
Section 174 – Precautions to be taken by persons executing works in streets 
Section 175 – Liability of certain persons in respect of materials left on highway 
Section 329 – Further provision as to interpretation 

 
The New Roads and Streetworks Act (1991) – dovetailing with the Highways Act to form the 
main piece of legislation covering the undertaking and management of streetworks in the UK. 
This sets out the framework for the management of roadworks and streetworks, permitting 
and approvals, road classifications, management of the streetworks register, co-ordination of 
works, traffic sensitivities, planning and undertaking of work. Link: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1991/22/contents. 
 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1980/66/contents
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The Disability Discrimination Act (1995) – this Act brings a number of considerations to be 
made when designing Highway maintenance and improvement schemes, and when planning 
and undertaking work. Link: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1995/50/contents. 
 
The Environmental Protection Act (1990) – covers a number of elements of highway 
maintenance and design, including road sweeping, litter removal, etc and must be considered 
by a Highway Authority when setting policy. Link: 
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1990/43/contents. 
 
The Manual for Streets – based on national documentation but provides a more practical 
reference manual for those involved in the planning, design, construction and maintenance 
of highways. It is targeted at urban type environments and is widely adopted by BCC as the 
document defining design standards in the County. Links: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/manual-for-streets, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/341513/p
dfmanforstreets.pdf. 
 
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) – series of 15 volumes providing official 
national standards, advice notes and other documentation relating to the design, assessment 
and operation in the UK. The standards within are generally mandatory for trunk roads but 
may be adopted in part or full by Local Authorities. Link: 
http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/dmrb/. 
 
The Specification for Highway Works (SFHW) – forms part of the Manual of Contract 
Documents for Highway Works, the SFHW (often referred to as ‘The Specification‘) provides 
good practice advice for all elements of highway maintenance and is the main 
documentation referred to by Contractors when considering operational method 
statements. Link: http://www.standardsforhighways.co.uk/mchw/vol1/. 
 
Well Maintained Highways (WMH) – published by UK Roads Liaison Group in 2005, WMH is 
a code of practice for Highway Maintenance Management and provides guidance on good 
practice methods, creating a foundation for maintenance policies and processes, using a 
Best Value approach. The document is considerable and provides vast amounts of detail. 
Link: http://www.ukroadsliaisongroup.org/en/utilities/document-
summary.cfm?docid=C7214A5B-66E1-4994-AA7FBAC360DC5CC7. 
 
Traffic Signs Manual (Chapter 8) – suite of documents forming part of the Traffic Signs 
Manual, which specifically relate to planning and execution of roadworks, standards and 
specifications for signing, lighting and guarding, which are required. The Red Book is based 
on the requirements of Chapter 8. Part 1 covers design and Part 2 covers Operations. Links: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/203669/tr
affic-signs-manual-chapter-08-part-01.pdf and 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/203670/tr
affic-signs-manual-chapter-08-part-02.pdf. 
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